
        

                  



           Installation Instructions for Polaris RZR Pro 4 Seat Part# 980U   

Step One: Start your installation by removing all of the factory plastic skid plates. After you have 

removed the factory skid plates, there are four bolts that you need to also remove. These are 

the rear bolts that secure the carrier bearing cross member to the frame. The front bolts will 

stay in place. We will be picking up the two rear bolts as mounting points. There are two carrier 

bearing crossmembers on the four seat model. 

Step Two: Start at the rear of the machine by mounting your 977RU plate. Due to the overlap of 

the plates it is easier to start from the rear and work your way to the front. Set your 977RU 

plate into position and start the rear cup washers and bolts. Use blue loctight on all of the M6 

bolts that are going into factory threads. Leave these loose for now. Now you can install the 

two cup washers on the side with the spacers. Leave these loose for now. Next you can install 

the clamps, and their hardware. The spacer that slides over the bolt is a stop. Without this stop, 

you can continue to tighten the bolt, and pull the washer through the UHMW. On the M8 bolts 

and hardware we supply, don’t use loctight, use anti seize. The nuts on our hardware have an 

all metal locking feature that eliminates the need for loctight.  Anti seize will assist in the bolt 

going through the locking feature and will reduce the possibility for rust and corrosion in the 

future. Leave these loose for now. Don’t install the front three mounts yet, they will be a 

common mount for the next plate. 

Step Three: Before mounting your 977M2U plate, there are the two side clamps that need to be 

hung around the frame. The driver side must be hung before the plate is in position. The 

passenger side can be hung after the plate is in position. On the driver side, you may have to 

slightly pry the plastic that’s against the frame tube up slightly to get the clamp around the bar. 

There is only one spot that this clamp can go around the bar. The clamp needs to be shifted 

inboard towards the center of the machine. It will but up against the frame tube that runs 

perpendicular to the bar you are hanging the clamp on. Now you can set the plate into position 

and start the rear and middle cup washers and bolts. Use loctight on these and leave them 

loose for now. Now you can secure the M8 bolts and cup washers to the clamps you previously 

hung around the frame. Use ant seize on these and leave them loose for now. Before installing 

the 980M2U plate, take the aluminum spacers, and their accompanying bolts, and set the 

spacers into position, with the bolts running through the spacers, threaded into the frame 

where we removed the cross member bolts. Don’t install the cup washers yet just the Torx 

bolts. 

Step Four: Before mounting your 980M2U plate, you need to take the two nut plates that have 

the double sided tape, and stick them down to the plate where the pocket has been milled out. 

The hole is offset, so make sure the hole in the nut plate lines up with the hole in the plate. The 

tape is just going to hold these nut plates in place while you start the bolts. Take your 980M2U 

plate and set it into position. Start all of the bolts with the with the cup washers in the factory 

locations first. Use loctight on these bolts. The front three mounts you will need to use the 



supplied self tapping bolts, as there is no thread in the hole from the factory. Now you can hang 

the four clamps around the frame using the access hole in the plate. Put anti seize on the clamp 

bolts. To mount the cup washers with the crossmember bolts you installed on your 977M2U 

plate, remove the Torx bolts and slide a small screw driver or similar through the spacer as you 

are removing the bolt, to keep it from falling back. Now take your bolts with the cup washers 

and run it though the spacer. Once you have caught the spacer remove the screwdriver, and 

start the bolts. Leave these loose for now. Before installing the 980M2U plate, take the 

aluminum spacers, and their accompanying bolts, and set the spacers into position, with the 

bolts running through the spacers, threaded into the frame where we removed the cross 

member bolts. Don’t install the cup washers yet just the Torx bolts. The ame way you did on the 

previous plate. 

Step Five: Now you can mount your 980M1U plate. Get the plate into position and start all four 

of the M6 bolts and cup washers. Use loctight on these bolts and leave them loose for now.  

Next using the access holes in the skid plates take your clamps, put them through the hole and 

rotate them to hang them around the frame tube. Once you have the clamp around the tube, 

line it up with the mounting slot and start the bolts into the clamp. Use anti seize on these 

bolts. Leave these loose for now. To mount the cup washers with the crossmember bolts you 

installed, remove the Torx bolts and slide a small screw driver or similar through the spacer as 

you are removing the bolt, to keep it from falling back. Now take your bolts with the cup 

washers and run it though the spacer. Once you have caught the spacer remove the 

screwdriver, and start the bolts. Leave these loose for now. Now you can start the bolts and the 

cup washers into the nut plates that have the tap on the backside. Leave these loose for now. 

Step Six: Now you are ready to mount the floorboard skids. The floorboard skids on this set are 

aluminum with the UHMW mounting to the aluminum. The front part of the floorboard skid will 

slide underneath the 980M2U plate for a common mount. Start that common mount with the 

bolt and cup washer and leave it loose for now. Next you can take the cup washer and flange 

bolt and start that into the trailing arm mount. You will have to adjust and move the plate 

around to get that cup washer to seat properly. Use loctight on that bolt and leave loose for 

now. Now you can take the 977FBU UHMW plate and set it into position on the aluminum 

plate. Start the cup washer and flange bolt first. Now you can take the clamp, set it through the 

access hole, and hang it around the frame. Align the clamp to the mounting hole, and start the 

hardware for the clamp. Leave this loose for now. It is the same procedure for both the left and 

right hand side of the machine. 

Step Seven: Now that all of your plates are loosely installed, now you need to square up all of 

the plates for the best fit, and make sure all of your cup washers will fully seat down. Once you 

have the plates adjusted, start by tightening the cup washers that go into the nut plates with 

the tape, You will probably have to take a 7/16 wrench and grab the hex insert in the nut plate 

to keep it from spinning. If you tighten the clamps on the side first, you won’t have the 

clearance to come in from the side with the wrench to grab the hex insert. Now you can tighten 



the rest of the M8 bolts going into the clamps. Once you have all of the M8 bolts tightened, you 

can tighten all of the M6 bolts in the cup washers. Use extreme care when tightening these 

bolts, as the factory threads are easily stripped out. If you do strip out a factory thread, the 

easiest way to fix it, is to get a 1/4-20 self tapping bolt. The 1/4-20 bolt is slightly larger than an 

M6 and should cut a new thread. 

Step Eight: To mount the very front plate (977T, this plate is also aluminum, not UHMW)) you 

first need to remove the front factory plastic grill guard. This is the grill guard right below the 

bumper and in front of the front differential. You will see two large hex bolts going into the 

frame. You need to remove these two bolts. Before removing these bolts, make sure the 

machine isn’t being hoisted by the front bumper at all. Removing these bolts if the machine is 

hoisted, will damage your bumper. Now you can take you 977T plate and set it into position. 

Take the two factory bolts you removed and secure the front mounting points of the skid with 

the factory bolts. Leave these loose for now. Now you can take your 8x45 bolt and washer run it 

through the plate and the opening in the frame. You can reach in from the side of the machine 

to set the 700-37 nut plate into position and start the bolt. Use anti seize on that bolt. Square 

up the plate for the best fit, and fully tighten all of the bolts. This completes your installation of 

your Ricochet belly skids. 

Step Nine: To install the front a arm skids, first remove the factory plastic guard. Now you can 

set your plate into position, hang all of the clamps, start all of the bolts. Use anti seize on these 

and leave them all loose for now. Now you need to check the clearance on the a arm skid. With 

the front wheels off the ground, and the suspension fully unloaded turn the wheel full lock in 

one direction. Confirm you have clearance around the a arm skid. Now turn the wheel full lock 

in the other direction and confirm you have clearance to the skid. If you don’t have clearance 

adjust the skid appropriately until you do. Once you have established clearance in both 

directions you can tighten down the a arm skid. It is the same procedure for the left and right 

side. 

Step Ten: To mount the trailing arm skids, first get them into position. The ramp up at the front 

part of the skid needs to be placed in front of the boxed section where the front mount is 

welded to the trailing arm in order to get the skid seated correctly. It may take some small taps 

with a rubber mallet to fully seat the trailing arm skid. Once the skid is in place, refer to the 

hardware guide for the correct placement of the mounting blocks. The wider mounting block 

will be the rear mount. Make sure you don’t pinch the brake line with the mounting blocks. The 

slot cut in the block faces down to accommodate the brake line. Once the mounting blocks are 

in place, you can run both the front and rear bolts through the block, followed by the nuts. 

Make sure the skid is fully seated against the trailing arm before tightening the bolts. It is the 

same procedure for both the left and right side of the machine. This completes your install. 

 

 



                          Hardware List for RZR Pro 4 Seat UHMW Part# 980U 

977T                                                                           980M1U 

1) M8 Washer                                                                                    4) 6x20 Flange Bolts 

1) 700-37 Nut Plate                                                                           4) 833 cup Washers 

1) 8x45 Torx Bolt                                                                                4) B Clamps 

980M2U                                                                                         4) 700-158 Spacers 

2) B Clamps                                                                                         4) M8 HD Washers 

2) 8x20 Torx Bolts                                                                              4) 8x35 Hex Bolts 

2) 833-8 Cup Washers                                                                       4) 833-8 Cup Washers 

6) 6x20 Flange Bolts                                                                           2) 8x45 Torx Bolts 

6) 833 Cup Washers                                                                           2) 700-159 Spacers 

2)700-159 Spacers                                                                              2) 8x30 Torx Bolt 

2) 8x40 Torx Bolts                                                                               2)700-34 Nut Plates 

  

977RU                                                                       977FB 

4) 833 Cup Washers                                                                           4) 833 Cup Washers 

2) 6x20 Flange Bolts                                                                           4) 6x16 Flange Bolts 

2) 6x25 Flange Bolts                                                                           2) M6 nut Inserts 

2) 700-17 Spacers                                                                               977FBU 

2) A Clamps                                                                                         2) 833 Cup Washers         

2) 700-125 Spacers                                                                            2) 6x16 Flange Bolts 

2) M8 HD Washers                                                                             2) M6 Nut Inserts 

2) 8x40 Torx Bolts                                                                              2) B Clamps 

                                                                                                          2) 700-124 Spacer                            

                                                                                                              2) M8 HD Washers 

                                                                                                              2) 8x25 Hex Bolts                                                                                                     



977AR                                                                              980M2U 

 4) 8x80 Hex Bolts                                                                                        4) B Clamps 

 8) M8 Washers                                                                                            4) 8x35 Hex Bolts 

 4) M8 Nylock Nuts                                                                                      4) M8 HD Washers 

 2) 700-156-1 Blocks                                                                                    4) 700-124 Spacers                  

 2) 700-156-2 Blocks                                                               4) 833 Cup Washers 

 977AF                                                                                                        1) 6x20 Flange Bolt 

  8) 1” Clamps                                                                                               2) 833-8 Cup Washers 

  8) M8 Washers                                                                                           2) 8x45 Torx Bolts 

  8) 8x20 Torx Bolts                                                                                      2) 700-159 Spacers 

                                                                                                                        2) 700-34 Nut Plates 

                                                                                                3) 6x12 Self Tapping Bolts 

                                                                                                             

                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                        


